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Dave went home last Friday a Tag Heuer watch richer!Dave went home last Friday a Tag Heuer watch richer!

Eleven of the festive season Nearest the Pin winners joined us last Friday for a chip-out on the 18th green. It was a

joyous affair as the crowd erupted in a roaring cheer, when Dave hit his shot to within inches of the cup. He went

home with a Tag Heuer watch, valued at R25 000!

 

Congratulations Dave, you showed us how it's done

 

This week’s Heros…This week’s Heros…

Karen Graaff broke 50, for the first time, in a nine-hole round with Debbie du Plessis. She has made slow, but

steady progress, after working hard on improving her game. She attends Practice Club as well as the Adult Group

classes with Justin Godfrey and Elsabe Hefer. 
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We knew you could do it, Karen Graaff

Elsabe Hefer and Justin Godfrey are responsible for the coaching at Zwartkop. Get in touch with them for advice on

your game.

Elsabe – 082-922-8408 / elsabe@zwartkopcc.co.za 

Justin – 082-925-0236 /justin@zwartkopcc.co.za

Congratulations to four of our Golf Management Campus Students, Weandre Bosman, Ryan de Jongh, Connor

Wheatcroft and Tredoux Paxton, who shot their personal best rounds at Zwartkop in last week’s Order of Merit

competition. Weandre Bosman won with a superb score of 69.

 

From the left – Weandre, Ryan, Connor and Tredoux
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Let us help you play better golfLet us help you play better golf

This week Elsabe advises you on playing the 8th hole backwards if you are a longer hitter.

 

 

 

Practice ClubPractice Club

Join Elsabe and Justin to Practice with Purpose in March.

 

Club Champs ClinicClub Champs Clinic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSLAplm1VW8


Wednesday, 11th March 2020

Join Dale, Elsabe and Justin for a short-game session. They will do a video analysis, which will then be sent to you

afterwards, so you can refer back to it while you practice. Space is limited so be sure to secure your spot by booking

in advance.

 

Group Golf lessonsGroup Golf lessons 

Gain more confidence on the course. Why not join one of our Adult or Junior Group Classes – it’s a whole lot of fun

to practice in a group.

  

 

Next Singles ClubNext Singles Club
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Sunday, 15th March 2020

The more people that participate, the more the payouts will be! Enter directly with Chris Delport by contacting him

on 079-510-9062.

 

Product of the Week Product of the Week 

Cleveland Smart Sole 4 WedgesCleveland Smart Sole 4 Wedges

These wedges make the short game easier!

Featuring an extra wide sole and improved Feel Balancing Technology, the Smart Sole 4 delivers maximum

forgiveness and easier bunker play for those needing more short game assistance. Smart Sole is conforming and

suitable for tournament play!
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Grab yours today >

 

 

   

Calendar > Results > Bookings >

Unlock extra distance
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Driver hitting zones have become larger to better forgive off-centre strikes. But there’s an even more important

zone that affects your distance. It’s the one at which launch angle and spin rate are just right for YOUR swing

speed.

 

Should you be launching it higher or lower? Let’s find out.

Come chat to us >Come chat to us >

 

 

Faster swings generally require a lower launch angle with less spin. While slower swings are generally better off

with a higher launch and more spin to keep the ball airborne for longer.

 

 

No metre untappedNo metre untapped
When we know your swing and launch characteristics, we can set you up with a loft and shaft that helps you

generate just the right amount of spin and launch. Get every metre you’re capable of.

Get fitted >Get fitted >
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Cleveland Smart Sole 4
 

The short game can be easier. A lot easier.The short game can be easier. A lot easier.
 

 

The perfect wedges for golfers who need extra assistance around the greens. The new Cleveland Smart Sole 4

Wedges.

Learn more >Learn more >

http://www.ianhayes.co.za/pages/making-up-and-downs-easier


Four reasons why
 

 

We know that, in a fast-paced, digital, order-it-now-and-have-it-delivered-instantly-world, an online survey might

be the quickest way to learn more about our golfers, but “fast” isn’t what’s important.

 

 

 

Our world is about connecting with real people, not an avatar. It’s about “shared discovery” and “conversation”,

not a report of responses. Getting to know each other allows us to identify what’s most important to you, whether

it’s a new playing partner, an introduction to a group, or a way to keep the ball in play.

 



 

 

Want to play 9 with us?Want to play 9 with us?
If you’d like us to reach out and see if we can schedule 9 holes with you (and perhaps a couple of other members),

then please let us know.

Connect with us >Connect with us >
Srixon Q-STAR TOUR

 

The Pros may have the swing, but you have the new Q-STAR TOUR.The Pros may have the swing, but you have the new Q-STAR TOUR.
 

 

How do you give less aggressive swings more ball speed and distance off the tee, yet soft feel and spin around the

greens? Srixon has created their best solution yet with the new Q-STAR TOUR golf ball.

Learn more >Learn more >
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